Appendix 2: Questions used in the analysis from Cambridge data

Questions used in the analysis from Cambridge data

How much do you trust each of the following?
Response to all trust questions rated on a five-point scale, anchored by “Cannot be trusted” to “Can be trusted a lot.” Individual items included:

- People in your family
- People in your neighborhood
- People you work or study with
- People who speak a different language from you
- Strangers
- Immigrants
- Medical doctors and nurses
- Scientists
- Journalists
- Scientific knowledge

Where do you feel your political views lie on a spectrum of left wing (or liberal) to right wing (or conservative)?

- Very left wing/ liberal
- Left wing/ liberal
- Centre left/ slightly liberal
- Middle of the road
- Centre right/ slightly conservative
- Right wing/ conservative
- Very right wing/ conservative

If a vaccine were to be available for the coronavirus/COVID-19 now:
Response set:
- Yes
- No